Scientific literature summarization aims to summarize related papers into a survey. It can help researchers, especially newcomers, to quickly know the current situation of their professional area from massive literature. Since the structure of documents is very important for scientific literature summarization, and it is obviously observed that there is a relationship and semantic information hidden in document structures of scientific literature, therefore, we employ a hierarchical attention model to learn document structure from all the papers for summarization. In particular, we utilize attention mechanism to capture relations among document structure and learn semantic information on document discourse levels, and judge the importance of each sentence according to its surroundings by the information obtained. Moreover, we automatically construct a scientific literature data set consisting of surveys and their references. We evaluate our proposed model on this dataset with ROUGE metrics, experiments prove that our approach is effective, and our model outperforms several baselines.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic text summarization aims to generate a fixed-length summary for documents which can express documents well. Since more and more scientists and scholars pay attention to automatic text summarization [1] , the technology of summarization has been developed rapidly. In recent years, it has broader application to news writing, live text, opinion mining, scientific literature and so on. We can easily get a large number of journal literature and conference literature in a topic field, but it will take lots of time and energy to read them. For example, we input a research topic ''summarization'' in Baidu academic search engine. Then we will get about 187,000 relevant articles on this topic returned by the search engine. If we read these articles to obtain knowledge in this field, it is going to be a huge project. Therefore, scientific
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Scientific literature summarization is an interesting task. Compare to others, there are distinctive features of a literature. For example, literature has long text, fixed structure, and strong coherence etc. It also contains descriptions of other researchers' work, that is, citing sentences. In this paper, we automatically create a survey for a scientific topic, which is extracted from the full text of the relevant literature. In previous work, survey literature generation has seldom been investigated. So far as we know, survey summarization has three main types based on where sentences in summary extracted from. One is from citation [2] , [3] , the other is from original text [4] - [6] . Besides, there is another special one to generate summaries by combining citation and original text [7] . Research for survey of a scientific topic formally appear in [8] , they discuss the usefulness of abstracts, citation text and full papers in survey generation for a given topic, and their experiments demonstrate that both citation text and full paper are useful in creating a survey, but citation is not sure superior to full paper. Some researchers attempt to summarize using citing sentences [2] , [3] . Citation represents the author's personal views on the literature he cited. The author may only focus on information which is useful to his subject, and it is possible that some information neglected by the author is important and ignored unconsciously. A practical task is achieved by [4] , [6] . They make presentation slides and poster for academic papers based on the original text. Jha et al. [5] combine a content model with a discourse model, and use introduction sentences as input to generate a survey for scientific topics. Jha et al. [7] use citing sentences from papers relevant to the topic and abstracts of original paper as input for summarization on tagged data set.
Previous studies mainly use citation to generate survey, even though a little work leverage full paper, but they experiment on tagged data set and manually add some extra content to data set, moreover they ignore the semantic units and the semantic information in literature. We propose a novel neural network model based on document structure to predict which sentences from full literature are candidate summary sentences, then according to the probability of candidate sentences to select summary sentences.
Different from previous studies, we propose a hierarchical attention model to capture document structure for literature summarization. Our motivation is built on the ''sentencesparagraphs-document'' of papers. As shown in Fig. 4 : a well-organized literature develops an idea, and the idea is presented in an organized fashion. Literature is a collection of related paragraphs and sentences. Paragraph is a group of sentences dealing with a topic relevant to the idea. There is a potential relationship between paragraph and sentences. Moreover, because of influence by the main ideas of paragraphs or documents, the importance of sentences with the similar meaning varies in different paragraphs and documents. For instance, sentence s3 in paragraph 1 and s1 in paragraph 2 have the similar meaning in Fig. 1 . Compared with the first two sentences in paragraph 1, s3 is the least important one. However, s1 is the most prominent one among sentences in paragraph 2. In Fig. 2 , there is a paragraph consist of four sentences. s1 is the central sentence of the paragraph. s2 is a supplement to s1, and it doesn't seem to be an important sentence, but considering the main idea of its document on ''POS-tag based poetry generation'', sentence s2 is closely related to the document's idea, and it is obviously a critical sentence. The instances above illustrate that sentence importance depends not only on the meaning of the sentence itself, but also heavily on the theme of its paragraph and the central idea of its document.
Therefore, we propose a novel neural network model with a hierarchical attention model to combine paragraph and document information. The advantages of our proposed model are that it can automatically learn semantic features and semantic units, and the semantic information can be influenced by paragraphs. In particular, our model learns the shared representation between sentences and paragraphs, and we propose a framework to incorporate natural document structure into summarization task. Based on ''sentencesparagraphs-document'' structure, our model pays more attention to more significant sentences in the surrounding context of a given sentence and solves the shortcoming of short dependencies in traditional neural network. The experimental results demonstrate the performance merits of our summarization model when compared to several baselines.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II briefly describes related work on the current situation of scientific literature summarization. Section III presents our proposal of document structure and hierarchical attention model. Section IV discusses the experimental results, and section V analyzes a case study and validates effectiveness of document structure and attention on summarization. Finally, we conclude this paper in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, we can easily get a large number of literature documents through academic platform on the network, which leads to inconvenience for those researchers who want to know the latest trend in their own fields or study new technologies and methods from these literature resources. Fortunately, it can be solved with automatic multi-document summarization which aims at extracting salient sentences or generating some sentences that have ability to express the main idea of documents. At present, quantities of literature on document summarization have been studied, the targets of summarization are various documents such as news, videos, opinions etc. Since this paper deals with scientific literature documents, we provide a brief introduction to the current situation of scientific literature summarization.
In the following subsections, we describe scientific summarization according to the source of the generated summary, then we present the application of neural networks in extractive summarization.
A. SUMMARIZATION BASED ON CITATION
One literature can be cited by other relevant literature. Citation is the set of citing sentences, descriptions to the literature in other literature which cites it [9] , different citing sentences give different concern, citing sentences reflect the information of cited literature. Many work employs citation to generate a summary for scientific literature. Citation is used in [8] , [10] to produce scientific literature summarization. Mei et al.[10] propose a language model based on impact, leverage citing sentences to infer the impact of literature, then find impact sentences from the original text, score them. Qazvinian and Radev [3] use citation and lexicons of citing sentences to construct a citation lexical network and summarize the impact of a scientific publication. In the work by JBara and Radev [11] , they consider not all citing sentences are useful, in order to improve the fluency of summary, some unsuitable sentences and irrelevant fragments of sentences in citation are deleted, summary is created from the rest citing sentences.
In addition to utilizing citation, there have been a few ways via other aid. Jha et al. [2] combine citing sentences and factoid catalog to create surveys for scientific topics. Given a topic query provided by a user, they initialize a closest collection of literatures with query through Cumulative Gain, then expand this collection adding some papers that are cited by or cite the literature, and filter out those which are not cited by or the number of citations is less than threshold, final citing sentences can be picked from this collection. Meanwhile, they build a factoid catalog got from manual written surveys and tutorials, and use factoid to label each citing sentence, different factoid has different weight. Based on factoid, Jha et al. [7] introduce another aid, sentences extracted from cited literature. Previous work only exploits citation, not make use of cited literature, it is possible to lose some important information. Unlike other methods, they use citing sentences and abstract sentences from cited literature to build lexical network, calculate similarity between the two, then form a bipartite graph, one node presents a sentence, edge connecting citing sentence and abstract sentence presents their similarity. HITS is taken in order to compute scores for sentences. Summary consist of high-score citing sentences, not of abstract sentences. Cohan and Goharian [12] integrate citations and citation contexts to summarize for a scientific document.
Citation is an opinion of the citing author, there is a certain one-sidedness [13] , it cannot accurately reflect the comprehensive information of cited literature. Different from the above work, we use the original text as the source from which key sentences consisted in summary. In this study, we use document features fixed in the original text, and extract important sentences through the source textual information and semantic relations with document structure.
B. SUMMARIZATION BASED ON ORIGINAL TEXT
Instead of citation, Cohan and Goharian [13] devise a different approach to summarization using original literature's discourse, take reference spans extracted from the original literature which is citation-contexts in as input. In order to summarize, they artificially set several indicators representing literature's structure, with these indicators, they classify reference spans, and sort them in the order of structure. Jha et al. [5] joint discourse model and content model, and take the introduction sections in the original literature as input to build a survey for a scientific topic. For a set of input literature on a given topic, they use HMM to find subject topics, then compute translation probability of each sub topic to decide the importance of sub topics. After they run salience algorithm to pick the most central sentence of the sub topic, and finally explore the central sentence's context based on discourse rules, which actually are the relationship between two adjacent sentences. Contexts are added to the output summary, once it exceeds the threshold of summary, it must be discarded, even though it is an important sentence. He et al. [14] investigate differential topic models to summarize the differences among literature groups based on literature' background. Qiang et al. [6] utilize probabilistic graphical models to create a summary for making scientific poster. Although discourse is helpful for summarization, some researches take use of discourse during scientific summarization, but the discourse facets are artificially added, and how to discover the relations among structures to facilitate document summarization effectively stays difficult. In this study, we present a neural model to exploit document structure to promote summarization. We have experimented on scientific literature data, the results of experiment show that our approach is feasible and effective.
C. SUMMARIZATION BASED ON NEURAL NETWORK
Neural network has successfully solved many practical problems in artificial intelligence which are insurmountable by modern computers. It attracts the attention of researchers in natural language processing, and there are also plenty of applications in summarization tasks. Yin and Pei [15] use convolutional neural networks to learn sentence representations and calculate similarity between sentences with the cosine measure. For prestige and diversity of summary, they exploit PageRank algorithm to choose salience sentences. Cao et al. develop two tasks [16] , [17] based on convolutional neural network. One is to use multiple filters to capture prior features from phrases which are concatenated with document-dependent features for sentence regression. The other is to apply convolutional neural networks to embed sentences and combine these sentences to embed document with attention mechanism. Cao et al. [17] use recursive neural networks to do another summarization work, that is to use R2N2 to automatically learn sentence ranking features, these learned features and hand-crafted features of words can help to select top salience sentence to generate summaries. Nallapati et al. [18] employ a two-layer bi-directional GRU based recurrent neural network as a sequence classifier, the first layer is used to calculate hidden state representation at word position, the second layer accepts the output of the first layer and encode representations of sentences, they adopt a greedy algorithm to select the closest sentences of gold summaries. Some authors joint CNN and RNN to generate summaries [19] , [20] , Cheng et al. [19] use CNN to obtain sentence representation vectors, and consider sentence vectors as input to RNN that obtain document representations, they try to capture document organization via sentence transitions on networks. Ren et al. [20] create sentence vectors by CNN, and get the context of sentences through LSTM, then apply multilayer perceptron fed with features of sentence to compute a single value as final salience score.
Unlike most previous literature summarization, we focus on the document structure which is the natural structure of literature itself, and we concern on each sentence in the body of literature to prevent missing important information. In this work, we design a hierarchical attention model based on document structure for scientific literature survey. Our model is simple and stable, without complicated framework and hand-annotated features, but could well demonstrate of performance on scientific summarization.
III. HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION MODEL FOR SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
In this section, we propose a hierarchical attention model for scientific literature survey summarization. The overall framework of our model is shown in Fig. 3 . Our main task is to create a survey for a scientific topic. We employ the long short-term memory network to classify sentences, and judge which sentences are the summary sentences. Based on the natural document features of the literature, we add attention for a sentence, its paragraph and document text, then merge them to train.
A. DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
As we all know, a literature whether comes from journal or conference, has its special structure. Formally, a literature consists of a series of continuous sentences or paragraphs, and paragraph is composed of sentences. Moreover, there are hierarchical structures and semantic relations between sentences or paragraphs. The document structure in literature can greatly assist readers in understanding the organization of the literature and grasping its main idea. We can utilize the advantage of document structure owned by literature to build a model.
In Fig. 4 , one literature information includes paragraph information {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k }, one paragraph information contains sentences information s i1 , s i2 , . . . , s ij , so we can represent literature information as ''sentences-paragraphsdocument''. Thinking of the impact of paragraphs and document information on the importance of sentence, we fuse paragraphs and document information into a sentence by applying the attention mechanism. First, we use sentence s j to add attention for itself. Then we use sentence s j to add attention for its paragraph p k and document {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k }. Finally, we concatenate the information produced in the first two steps as the final information of the sentence. We use our model to automatically learn sentence features and document structure, and capture relations hidden in the document structure. Due to the addition of paragraph information and document information, we can extract critical sentences and create a coherent summary.
B. DOCUMENT FEATURES REPRESENTATION
As a specific recurrent neural network, long short-term memory (LSTM) is proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [21] , and it has been promoted [22] and widely applied in action recognition [23] , [24] , image cation [25] , [26] , and Natural Language Processing [27] - [35] . We employ this model to obtain document representation. LSTM model uses input gate i t , forget gate f t , and output gate o t to control cell state, further solves long-term dependence problem in recurrent neural networks. As used in the following equations, s t is the current input, c t−1 is the previous memory state, and h t−1 is the previously hidden state. In forget gate, f t is computed by h t−1 and s t via a sigmoid function, it can decide which elements are discarded. Meanwhile, in input gate, it judges which input to be updated through the sigmoid function and produces new candidate elements by tanh function. Combining values from the previous two steps to update c t , then update the hidden state h t according to c t . The key equations used are as follows:
Here σ stands for the standard sigmoid function, ⊗ represents the element-wise multiplication of two vectors. U * and K * are weight matrices. b * is a bias vector. Now we first show the representation of a sentence, and then introduce the representation of document features. At last, we illustrate hierarchical attention model.
1) SENTENCE REPRESENTATION
We exploit LSTM model to learn sentence representation. Let s = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) denotes an input sequence, where n is the length of the sentence s and w i is the ith word in the sentence. We use the skip-gram model to train embeddings [36] and get a pre-trained word embedding table V , then convert each token w i into a real-valued vector based on the word embedding table 5.
We feed sentence vector X sent into LSTM layer to produce a hidden neuron vector H sent . H sent is the new representation of sentence s i .
2) PARAGRAPH REPRESENTATION
Given a paragraph P = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s j = {s 1 ⊕s 2 ⊕. . .⊕s j }, we take sentence sequences in this paragraph and concatenate them to form paragraph vector p. The paragraph representation H para is got by inputting p into LSTM layer.
3) DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION
For a given literature D = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k } = {p 1 ⊕p 2 ⊕. . .⊕ p k }, the same as paragraph representation, we concatenate paragraphs and sentences to generalize document text vector and then obtain document representation H doc .
C. HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION MODEL Generally, given a scientific topic T , there is a set of relevant references T = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d m }. For a reference D, set D = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k }, where each paragraph P = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s j }, and each sentence s i = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ). The architecture of our hierarchical attention model based on document structure is shown in Fig. 3 , which illustrates the basic flow of our approach. In our model, we take sentences as training samples. First, we learn document features of literature. Then, we employ hierarchical attention neural network to represent the sentence under the influence of document features. Attention on document structure is used to learn the semantic information between sentence and different document features. As represented in Fig. 3 , X sent represents a sentence, X para represents the paragraph which sentence X sent is in, X doc represents the literature that sentence X sent is in. We utilize X sent as the input vector and feed it into LSTM to generalize a new representation H sent . X para and X doc do the same operation as X sent to obtain their new representation H para and H doc . The sentence representation H sent is used to add attention to its paragraph representation H para . Likewise, we leverage sentence representation H sent to add attention for itself H sent and its document text H doc .
Based on our way, each document feature should focus on the sentence itself. The relation between word representation h j that describes the jth word and the sentence representation S i ∈ {H sent , H para , H doc } is used to measure the level of attention.
where α ij reflects the level of attention from s i to the jth word in literature, tanh is a non-linear activation function. W is an intermediate matrix, and b is an offset. These parameters are randomly initialized and updated during training. After, we can use formula (12) to get semantic vector v i by the strategy of weighted sum. We merge v i in which i is from 1 to 3 by formula (13) to build the final representation v. We apply v to learn and predict the model.
D. TRAINING
Essentially, this work is to find out the set of candidate summary sentences for literature, which is a binary classification task to judge whether or not a sentence belongs to candidate sentences. Scientific literature has its own structure. It consists of several parts, such as the title, abstract, introduction, related work etc. We treat abstract sentences as positive samples, and other sentences in text as negative samples. Therefore, we feed samples into the model to predict the probability of sentence classification.
In this work, we use binary cross-entropy loss function to train the model. In general, the definition is as below:
where variable n is the number of samples in training data, y i shows whether the ith sample is classified into positive label, p i represents the predicted probability of a sentence. We also employ RMSProp algorithm [37] that is from Coursera class to iterate model parameters and reduce loss, to improve training efficiency.
E. SUMMARY GENERATION
The model predicts whether a sentence is a summary sentence or not. The output of the model is a probability distribution. P is the probability distribution of one sentence, and P is as follows:
with the constraint P 0 + P 1 = 1 (16) P 1 is the probability that sentence s i is added to the summary. Set P S = (P 11 , P 21 , . . . , P i1 ), P S is the set P 1 of all sentences, P i1 is the probability value of s i as a summary sentence, and S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s i ) is the set of sentences. The description of generating summary algorithm is described in Table 1 .
Connect P S and S to create a pair of P S , S , then sort P S , S by P S from high-to-low, we extract top sentences from the pair to generate summary. Note that once length of summary reaches max_len, truncate the sentence. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We establish experiments on unlabeled data collected from academic resource search platforms. Now we introduce data in detail in the following section.
A. DATA AND STATISTICS Experimental data are crawled from academic search engines. Data consists of two types. One is a set of surveys selected from ACL Anthology Network on the study of computational linguistics and natural language processing. The other is a set of references of surveys collected from ACL Anthology Network and other network websites. There are 27 surveys, one survey represents one topic, each survey corresponds to numerous references. Surveys in this data set are published from 2006 to 2017. Short sentences in literature are filtered. This is a summary task of multi-document, that is to generate a survey based on closely relevant references of one scientific topic. It is generally known that compared to news or reviews, scientific literature is a long document, and most sentences of literature are also long sentences. There is a natural document structure in scientific literature, for example, title, abstract, introduction, related work and so on. In literature, introduction plays an important role. It analyses research's background, and epitomises the study aim, methodology and performance, even innovation. It is wise to gain an opportunity provided by the introduction to attract readers as much as possible [38] , [39] . Overall, introduction is rich in information and can reflect literature well. Therefore, we take abstracts and introductions in references as input of the model. The distribution of this data set is shown in Table 2 . The average number of references per survey is about 63.
We exploit ROUGE [40] to evaluate the performance of system summaries. This way firstly generates artificial summaries by experts to form ideal summaries, then compares the automatic summaries created by the system with the gold summaries. ROUGE is a package for automatic evaluation of summaries. It computes the similarity between system summaries and ideal summaries with several methods. The similarity indicates the quality of the system summary. To evaluate our summaries, we extract introduction from survey as ideal summary rather than the one extra written by assessors, and we use ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L and ROUGE-SU4 to measure performance.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We use Word2Vec [36] to train word embeddings on training data, the dimension of word embedding is set to 300. Our model constructs with LSTM. There are some main hyperparameters of LSTM network. Size of LSTM hidden layers, as well as the output of LSTM layers is set to 128.
Dimension of the dense embedding is set to 64. We also set the batch size and epoch size to be 32 and 30 respectively. In addition, we apply RMSProp optimizer leaving its parameters at their default values to control gradient clipping.
When evaluation summary, the ideal summary is from the introduction part of the survey. The average length of introductions is 433, so we set maximum length of output summary to 433. But this length is an adjustable parameter, it can be set according to user's need, such as 3000 words, or 5000 words, even 10000 words, it mainly depends on the number of references and their sentences.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1) BASELINES
In this section, we compare our model with baselines and analyze experimental results. The approaches used in our experiment are introduced as follows:
• Random is a method, randomly extracting sentences from test data to form a summary.
• PageRank is a random walk model [41] - [44] . It is used to solve the problem of page ranking in link analysis. We apply it to measure the importance of sentences via graph-based ranking sentences.
• SVM is a well-known classification algorithm, used in many work [45] - [47] . We exploit SVM-Light [48] to extract features of sentences and train model. It can classify sentences, and find out which are summary sentences.
• LSTM is a special type of RNN. We input sentences into the network to obtain their new representation and classify sentences, the higher the probability of a positive sample, the more important the sentence is.
• HASum, our proposed model with document structure and hierarchical attention, is to add attention on LSTM network for discovering more context semantic information.
We compare the designed HASum with baselines on our dataset. Table 3 reveals the experimental results. As shown in Table 3 , we find that PageRank is higher than Random, but is close to SVM and LSTM. HASum outperforms all other methods, it improves PageRank by 3.25 percentage points in terms of ROUGE-1, but its ROUGE-L score is slightly lower than PageRank. Furthermore, HASum is superior to the LSTM in terms of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4.
We conduct ANOVA test to model comparison results in terms of ROUGEG-1. Given the significance level α = 0.05, there are significant differences in the mean values of the five models. It can be seen from the mean graph that the mean of model Random is the smallest, while the mean of model HASum is the largest. To summarize, the proposed model demonstrates the best performance on our dataset.
2) INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT FACTORS
We discuss the influence of different document features on dataset. Table 4 shows results with features on LSTM. In Table 4 , LSTM is the basic LSTM model, LSTM+ * represent the attention model using LSTM with different features. String ''ps'' expresses using a sentence to add attention for the paragraph which sentence is in, and string ''fs'' expresses using a sentence to add attention for the text which sentence is in. HASum is the joint attention model with ''sentence-paragraph-full text''. From the results, we can find that all attention models are better than the basic LSTM. It represents the effectiveness of document structure information directly. Obviously, LSTM + fs surpasses LSTM + ps in ROUGE scores. HASum is higher than LSTM + fs by 2.19%. Despite slightly lower F-score in ROUGE-L, the joint model with hierarchical attention is much more superior to the other two with standalone attention. HASum outperforms LSTM by 3.99% in ROUGE-1. The contribution of structure features is significant in attention models. They can help to capture more useful semantic information for summary generation.
3) LIMITATIONS OF HASUM IN SURVEY SUMMARIZATION
Although HASum performs well in experiments, some limitations still exist. The scientific literature is a long text, and in which most sentences are also long. The length of the sentence determines the size of the input sequence in HASum. As time goes on, the efficiency of this model to process its input sequences becomes lower and lower. In addition, ability of feature extraction is not strong, so that not every high score sentence classified by HAsum is the key sentence. Moreover, the model costs a lot of computation and time in training.
V. CASE STUDY
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of document structure and attention on summarization through an example drawn from the test set.
In general, the first paragraph reflects the main idea of a paper, and the last paragraph summarizes the paper. The first paragraph and the last paragraph are important in evidence in a paper. In the same manner a paragraph usually has a topic sentence, that indicates the idea or thesis what the paragraph will deal with. Although not all sentences are in the first or last sentence of a paragraph, but it is a well-known rule to be followed by most writers. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that they play a significant role in a paragraph.
Our goal is to generate a general overview for a scientific topic via the given relevant references on the topic. We accomplish this task with document structure and attention mechanism on literature. We choose one example from the test set to analyze the effect of document structure and attention. The scientific topic of example is ''poetry generation'', which has 35 references. There are 235 paras and 877 sentences in references. System summaries and gold summary on the scientific topic are shown in Fig. 6 . We count the distribution of sentences in two system summaries created by different models, which is listed in Table 5 and it shows the FIGURE 6. Two blocks above are system summaries automatically generated on references, in which one is produced by the basic LSTM, and the other created by LSTM with document structure and attention. The bottom text is the gold summary extracted from the introduction part of a survey about poetry generation.
position of sentences and their paragraphs in the original text. From Table 5 , we see that the summary generated by LSTM with attention has 9 sentences at the beginning or end of their original paragraphs, and there are 12 paragraphs to which the sentences belong in the first or last paragraph of the source document. Similarly, the other summary has 7 sentences that are the first or last sentence of the paragraph, and there are 8 paragraphs at the beginning or end of the source document.
Comparing of paragraphs and sentences location, we can know that, in our model, whether the position of the paragraph in a document or the position of the sentence in a paragraph is better than LSTM model. Our model can extract meaningful sentences from important paragraphs, and this is a powerful proof that the document structure is useful in summarization. Fig. 6 shows sentences extracted from relevant references on a survey about poetry generation. Compare with two summaries generated by LSTM with attention and the basic LSTM, the first summary has more meaningful sentences than the second one, and it contains richer and more topicrelated phrases colored in text that appear frequently in the context of sentences. Acquisition of these sentences benefits from the attention mechanism. In our model, we add attention on paragraph and full text based on natural document structure to capture semantic information and semantic units. Therefore, sentences related to the topic are extracted, and this case also confirms the validity of our proposed model.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work focuses on extracting important sentences to generate summarization for scientific literature. In this paper we introduce document structure features to document representation, and propose a novel hierarchical attention model for summarization. Specifically, we employ a neural model to represent the sentences and their document features. In addition, extensive experiments evaluated by ROUGE metrics demonstrate that the proposed model achieves better performance compared with baselines on our unlabeled dataset. Our next task is to leverage the rhetorical structure to find out the close relations between document units, and thus help to improve accuracy and coherence of summary.
